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A Number of Issues

T

HIS IS ONLY MY SECOND ISSUE WITH THE SCROLL . I HAVE
NOTICED THAT SOME PEOPLE REFER TO THE ISSUES AS NUMBERS ,
AND THAT GAVE ME THE IDEA FOR THIS TITLE .
Nonetheless, the title has a double-meaning, and I
won’t be shy about it. We have had troubles in releasing
this issue.
Our difficulties were not unique. I’m sure many other
teams within the 9th Age project have experienced similar shortages of staff. We added two new team members, but real life issues have plagued us all since the
last issue. One of our new staffers was hospitalized
with COVID 19. As he is a close friend of mine, this certainly worried me for more reasons than those related
to the scroll.
Each of us has had to take some time to relieve some
stress as well. There has been a lot of turnover for our
team over the past few months, and we are all finding
our feet. It’s exciting, and we enjoy working together,
but there is always a learning curve.
Despite the difficulties, there is light on the horizon,
and I think we all have reason to be optimistic. I have
had my first shot, and as more of us get vaccinated,
there is hope that soon more games will be played in
person, and more excellent content will be available for
reporting here in the scroll. With any luck, this will be
the last time we’ll have to excuse ourselves for releasing
the scroll late. I hope that the wait has served only to
whet your appetites, and that you will enjoy this issue
(or number) of the scroll. Here’s to many more!

Erratum
In the previous issue, we had not credited the author of the official
map of the Ninth Age: it is Thomas Karlsson.
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Game & Community
The Ninth Scroll
The Ninth Scroll is a bimonthly magazine published on
the Internet as a digital print publication by the unincorporated association The Ninth Age ("T9A").
Website: the-ninth-age.com
With the exception of the brands and logos mentioned
in this magazine which remain property of their respective heirs, any reproduction, use, redistribution or
adaptation, in whole or in part, of the contents of this
magazine is governed under the "Ninth Age License"
readable at this web address: the-ninth-age.com/
footer-annex/Legal-notice
Email address: team@the-ninth-age.com
If you wish to an Organizer to print and distribute hard
copies of this magazine, and printing and redistribution is the sole responsibility of the Organizer. T9A
does not assume any liability for any such redistribution, which should be performed only in accordance
with the Ninth Age License. Additionally, the Organizer
must identify themselves within the printed hard
copies with their name and contact information.
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This issue is packed with vermin. It started out with one article, then more and
more kept showing up. We think they may have secret boroughs under the
scriptorium.
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The 9th Age
ins and outs

Saurian Ancients
announcement

These last few weeks saw the release of the 2021 map
pack. As you may know, this set was created essentially
by the community in the form of a contest. Thanks to all
the participants, and congrats to those who got their
proposals included in the final pack. Following this, and
after the 2021 balancing patch, we also got the new infernal dwarfs beta 3 slim army book and the rulebook
errata. Remember: from now on we will be “gold” in
many aspects of the game mainly for the rest of the
year.
In addition, and thanks to @Giladis – owner of the celebrated Saucy Quill Inn, you will be able to learn a bunch
of stuff about the 9th Age world. At this moment you can
already check the beauty and terror dread elves supplement.
Furthermore, if you want to know more about what
happens behind the scenes, you can take a look at the
world building processes of the project through the interview with the background team head and deputy
head. In fact, we’ve included the interview in this issue.
Give that article a read as it’s certainly worthy.
In other news we are planning to launch a trading card
game to complement our tabletop wargame and to attract new players. You can check out the news section
of the website for more info. At the moment we are developing the basics. This game is an arcane battle between two conclaves of wizards.
Pablo “Closer” Muñoz Gonzalez
and Michael “Arduhn” Stockdale

"I don't like it," said the sergeant. "It's too quiet.
We've had Daeb, Equitans... even the bloody Avrasi
rats. But there's something new coming, I can feel it
- out there in the trees."
He and the captain stared into the dense foliage of jungle. Nothing moved but the insects.
"You're being paranoid, man," said the captain.
"There's nothing-"
They both froze as they felt it: a vibration in the ground.
The captain looked down at the mug of tea in his hands.
The surface of the liquid trembled, sending miniature
ripples back and forth as the vibrations came again.
They were speeding up now - unmistakably the sound
of footfalls.
In the distance, the tops of the trees began to sway violently back and forth.
Something was coming straight towards them.
Something huge.
The two soldiers shared a glance, and gingerly began to
back away. All at once, the trees ahead burst asunder,
and there it stood, rearing up; its gigantic, scaly jaws
opening with rows of sharpened teeth.
"ROOOOOOAAAAAARRRRRR!", it said.

The Next LAB will be
Saurian Ancients!
Announcement by Zachary “lawgnome” Walker

T
Game

HIS ARTICLE
SHEDS SOME LIGHT
ON THE THOUGHT
PROCESS BEHIND
HOW THE BACKGROUND IS
WRITTEN, AND HOW IT INTERACTS
WITH THE RULES OF OUR
WONDERFUL GAME. WE HOPE
THAT YOU WILL FIND IT INTERESTING, AND ENLIGHTENING.

"Background-driven rules
design" is the policy T9A
established at the outset.
Can you explain what it
means to you?
“Background-driven” is an important principle for the
project. It means that we start from our own foundations, and so the work of the Background Team is to
prepare those foundations. It’s a tricky balancing act at
times – we need to find the best compromise between
the expectations of the community, past themes associated with factions, and also introducing enough new
content to form part of the new setting.
So, our role is to initially create the frameworks for
each faction. Their core identity – for which we draw
upon real world cultural inspiration, fantasy principles,
concepts and tropes, and then our own creativity to add
the spark.
From there, we work with the rules and design teams
during each faction’s army book creation to ensure that
the book as designed reflects the culture, while still being engaging on the table. This can mean adjusting elements of the design, or elements of the background, all
while staying true to the faction’s core identity.
Finally, we take the information which we have created
and adjusted, and communicate it to the community.
Through publications and the 9th Scroll, we aim to build
up faction-focused content, and interactions between
the factions, to construct the full complexity of a world
spanning fantasy setting.
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Alessandro "Visconte Dimezzato" Vivaldi
Edward "Scottish Knight"Murdoch
John "thedarkfourth" Wallis
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Game

How does the BGT work
internally?
Within the BGT we have a variety of roles, divided up
among our members.
The largest role is that of faction lead - either one or
two of our writers takes up a lead role for the factions
which are being redesigned. They serve as a link between the BGT and the relevant Task Team, providing
input and feeding back suggestions to the BGT, along
with any issues to be readdressed.
Alongside that, we also have a number of smaller
projects at any one time, developing individual parts of
the background across the whole setting. That could include maps and timelines, or it could relate to elements
of culture and religion. These take time to develop, but
they allow us to add depth to a faction when it is portrayed.
Finally, but very importantly, we have the job of writing.
Whenever a new publication is due, a lead writer will
be responsible for some of the work. However, we all
pitch in to provide support, and to supply a variety of
writing styles, concepts, and items for inclusion. By this
process, we aim to showcase the breadth of the setting,
and the room for storytelling within it.
The writing process involves multiple stages of review,
both for the consistency of the background and for
writing quality. We have created internal guidelines for
this process and for the written material: they include
making sure that all material is both informative and
compelling, that we try to be concise, and use narrative
to be engaging. Because we want to ensure a high standard of written materials, it does mean that we usually
can’t rush out background work whenever we like. We
also try to ensure our publications are supported by art
and layout teams, which can add additional time requirements.

Game

How does the
world-building process
work? Can you address the
main principles and aims
behind it?
There are a few principles we try and bear in mind
while developing the details of the T9A setting:
Coherency – We should not be driven by simple “rule of
cool” - we need to consider how a change or a concept
impacts on the other elements of our setting before deciding to include it. We also consider underlying principles of the world - particularly high-level concepts like
magic and gods.
Room for players – We don’t want to define every part
of the world, or every part of each nation within it. We
aim not to provide excessive detail where it’s not necessary, preferring to leave scope for players to create
their own stories within the world.
Balance – that doesn’t mean each faction must be equal,
or that they all need to do the same thing. But T9A is
built on 16 core factions, and we want to make each of
them feel vibrant and filled with potential. So we avoid
tropes which rely on dying empires or unstoppable superpowers - even if there may be a history of deterioration, each faction has the potential for growth and
future success.
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What are the skills needed
for joining the BG team?
A heart of gold, infinite time and patience of a saint! But
seriously…
Communication – our primary job is to communicate,
so it is essential to have a good standard of English
communication.
Writing quality – particularly for any published material, we look for people whose work is at a high standard, and the ability to produce quality work without
requiring significant rewriting or editing.
Specialist knowledge - between us, we encompass a lot
of different skills sets and areas of knowledge, especially history and culture, in addition to law, archaeology, linguistics, architecture, naval history, and much
more. Occasionally we will take on people with specific
knowledge to assist us with developing the setting in
these areas.
Patience - mentioned in jest, but patience is important.
World-building is not a quick process, and while we are
hoping now to start sharing more quickly the fruits of
our labours, at times there can be a big gap between
working on something, and seeing it shared.
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We know there is a new
approach to BG in the LABs.
Can you explain what we're
going to see for the new books?
The new army book design process created new challenges for the BGT - and new opportunities too. With
the drive to publish quickly, and the need for Art to have
time to create, we looked at alternative means of passing on background details during the process, and came
up with this 4 step process to contribute to the LABs.
Faction Supplement – this will ideally be available before work has started in earnest on each LAB. It will explain the nature of each faction, along with major
cultural components the LAB Task Team will be working with during the redesign. Essentially it will serve as
a concise reference document for each faction, and will
initially be published with little or no artwork.
Background explainers - if necessary, we want to provide short pieces to accompany the release of a LAB in
beta to help explain the concepts behind new units or
rules.
Historical Epic - as we have done for DL and ID, we
want to continue to release stand-alone stories published in parallel to a LAB. This is a text which incorporates themes or elements from a faction’s history, using
real world literature as inspiration.
Gold LAB – when the LAB turns Gold, fixing the new

Game

rules design in place, we will have created content to
form part of a full book. This will include individual unit
articles, giving some context about their role, along
with a longer narrative showcasing the faction as a
whole. These will be coupled with the new design and
dedicated artwork to create a finished book.

We already saw several
background pieces in the
FBRB and in the Scroll. How
many of them are fully oﬃcial, and will we see changes?
The original Full Rulebook is a little out of date now, so
we are in the process of updating this and tidying up
anything which is outdated. Most of the original fluff
will be unchanged, but new extracts will be added.
Once this is released, it should provide an introduction
to the setting, and form part of an interesting book.
In most Scrolls, we also have a variety of background
materials. Some are contributed by the community.
Others are written by BGT members, including the recurring Ask The Sage segment. Anything which is official to the background should be marked with our
official stamp.
Thanks to everyone for their ongoing engagement, and
look out for great new material coming your way soon!

F
Game
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RIENDS, AVRASIANS, COUNTRYRATS! LEND ME YOUR FUR-TUFTED
EARS. THE SENATE AND RATMEN OF AVRAS HAVE DECREED THAT
A NEW LEGENDARY ARMY BOOK DICTATING THE PROPER DEPLOYMENT AND FORMATION OF OUR GLORIOUS VERMINOUS
HORDES SHALL BE PUBLISHED. WE HAVE INTERVIEWED SOME OF
THE ILLUSTRIOUS CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS GREAT WORK AND
BEAR UNTO YOU THE FRUITS OF THIS NOBLE ENDEAVOUR.

With us we have the following members of the Vermin
Swarm LAB Team: Clanlord Skabrius, a Designer and
Background Team Representative, fjugin, a Designer
and Rules Team Representative, & Fthunder, a Designer.
Without further preamble let us begin:

How did the background,
which was obviously
patterned a er ancient
Rome, inﬂuence the writing of the rules?
Clanlord Skabrius: Since the Vermin Swarm is meant to
be a tragic copy of ancient Avras (a civilization heavily
influenced by Rome), we tried to put certain aspects of
‘Roman’ military culture in the book. Two examples of
this are the eagle standards and the cohort coordination rule.

this interview is illustrated with the photographs of
the personal army of Ben “Skipschnit” Jones.

With Johan Gehlen (Little Joe),
Ben “Skipschnit” Jones,
Fjugin (Erik Aronson),
Clanlord Skabrius (Sebastiaan),
and Fthunder (Felix)
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“Training” of Murmillo Brutes. 1990’s Games Workshop
Bloodbowl Rat Ogres.

Building a base for the new Ruinous Dictator. 1990’s
Games Workshop Vermin Daemon.

Doomspark and Dreadmills bearing down on some Dread
elves. 1990’s and 2010’s Doomwheels from Games
Workshop. Dark Elf models by Games Workshop. (1)

Game

The men of Avras considered their legionary eagle
standards to be extremely important, just like the Romans in real-world history, who went to great lengths
to recover any eagles lost in battle. The ratmen inherited Avrasi culture after they took over the empire, and
they are no less attached to these standards than the
humans who came before them. It gives them an uncharacteristic courage not usually found in a race
known for its cowardice – as long as they stick together.
The cohort coordination rule I mentioned is meant to
represent the skilful way in which the Avrasi managed
to hold a formation and rotate troops during battle.
Like many things they copied, the ratmen don’t always
get it right – it would appear as a mix of a chaotic surge
forward with some surprising military discipline mixed
in. Of course, they’re only capable of this level of coordination in larger groups – once they get nervous, discipline starts to collapse and they’re no longer able to
benefit from this tactic. The blackfur troops are more
experienced and confident in their skills, and are able
to use well-known classical formations like the testudo
or the phalanx to give them an edge in battle.
There are many more Roman influences in the names
of the units and in the background, but those are some
of the rules that draw heavily from ancient Rome.

When designing the LAB
what kind of play styles
did the team envision for
the faction and why?
Additionally what play
styles did the team want to
avoid?
fjugin: Mapping out play styles is actually one of the
first thing done in terms of rules. It was done even before the VS design team was formed, in rules team's design guidelines. We try to create unique niches for each
army, and for vermin swarm, their unique niche was selected to be "the horde army" of the game. All primary
play styles were influenced by this, trying to put a
horde army spin on classical styles.
Play styles to avoid was influenced by various themes of
the army. For example, vermins have a rather questionable view on the value of life in general (other than
their own). Sacrificing friendly troops is a common
thing for them. Therefore, avoidance play styles was
seen as particularly unfitting.

Game
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Would you care to
elaborate on the thought
processes and intent
behind the new tunnel
marker system? Personally
it is an addition that I ﬁnd
very intriguing and quite
thematic.
Fthunder: With the Vermin Swarm being an empire
based predominantly underground, it felt fitting that
they would be very effective when it comes to creating
and using tunnel systems. As well as a background
point of view, we understood that an army primarily
modelled around numerous, large units of infantry
would struggle for lateral movement and that implementing the tunnel system as we have would allow
players to be more flexible in this regard whilst still being constrained more than other similar mechanics,
such as the Hellmaw.

Could you tell us more
about the Vermin Swarm
sub-factions, speciﬁcally
the various houses and the
plague cult.
Clanlord Skabrius: We can’t discuss the background itself here, but I can give you some insights on the Vermin
Swarm’s sub-factions and how they appear in the
book.Everyone already knows House Rakachit, Fetthis
and Sicarra: the inventors and engineers, the beastmasters and the rogues, respectively. To give them more
of a ‘Roman’ twist, we associated the beast of Fetthis
with the arena, slavery and the entertainment it provides for the common vermin. House Sicarra is akin to a
thieves’ guild – they are a wholly separate institution
from the Duskblade assassins, who are more concerned
with political assassination.
The Plague Cult’s disciples are still focused on what
you’d expect – spreading disease and pestilence.
What’s important here is that the movement was inspired by the many religious changes happening in the
empire in the first, second and third centuries AD: the
emergence of many new religions and cults, bloody rebellions and repression, and how the empire reacted to

Doomspark and Dreadmills bearing down on some Dread
elves. 1990’s and 2010’s Doomwheels from Games
Workshop. Dark Elf models by Games Workshop. (2)

Am I lunch? Fight like a cornered rat! Grey Seer from
Doombell set, great pox rat, and Alpha Carnosaur all from
Games Workshop.

When your Chaos Lord’s back is against the wall… Giant
rats and Clan Moulder pack masters and converted Chaos
Lord model from Games Workshop products.
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The Swarm assembles. Games Workshop models.

Game

these changes. On the field, you can expect to see a
tightly-knit band of faithful ratmen who are inspired to
greater acts of courage and faith, and are more than
willing to martyr themselves when in the presence of
one of the cult's priests.
The unfamiliar house names you saw are Stygia and
Skorchit. The Stygians are miners and tunnellers, carving out a realm in the deep places of the world, areas
considered deep even by the dwarves, goblins and
other ratmen. Their main contribution to the book is
the mechanical drill which you might already have seen
in the teasers we released. House Skorchit is a cabal of
sorcerers and alchemists who study whatever esoteric
lore they can get their paws on. The substance known
as Deepfire (inspired by Byzantine Greek Fire) is their
creation, and several units in the army use this substance to great effect. They have also been known to
build a variety of experimental and conventional artillery weapons for the legions.
We made sure that each of these major houses is represented by at least one unit or character in the book.

Could you give us any
details regarding the
Vermin Daemon and what
form it may take in the
upcoming LAB?

The Swarm Priest orders two Duskblade Assassins
forward to bring death to the enemies of Avras.

Fthunder: The Vermin Daemon is an iconic model
within the army and we wanted to ensure we could do
it justice, whilst keeping within the Rules Team guidelines for what the model should and should not be.
We're very happy with our "Ruinous Dictator", which
not only will allow Vermin Swarm players to customize
their beloved model to their own tastes, but will also
open up a whole new playstyle for the army.

Which brand new units/
unit options/character
mounts are the team most
excited about?

Left. A Rakachit Technocrat with his arcane pistol. House
Prefects can serve a vital function. Right.This Swarm Priest
rides atop a giant rat. Some whisper that the rat was once a
rival for power before being transformed by the priest’s sorcery.

Fthunder: I'm most excited about the House Prefects.
Anything that allows a player to customize their army
and theme it around something fun like the various
houses already mentioned is always going to be a winner for me.

Game
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Clanlord Skabrius: I’m very excited to see how the Triumphal Platform will perform. The image of a gigantic
marble arch mounted on a platform and pushed into
battle by an endless swarm of rat-legionaries is very
cool.
Little Joe: The Triumphal Platform, it is a statement of
the theme of the book.
Skipschnit: Unit: Dreadmill Chariots
Character: Ruinous Dictator
Character Synergy: Senator and Eagle Standards
Coolest Name: Doomspark and Mauss Cannon
Mounts: Triumphal Platform and mounted arena beast
John "ValourUnbound" Gaffrey: Great weapon R&F :)

What words of wisdom
would the team like to
impart upon the Vermin
Swarm community who is
eagerly anticipating this
release?
Fthunder: Avras wasn't built in a day! We understand
that change comes with both excitement and disappointment, but hopefully more of the former and less of
the latter. The team are dedicated to making the best
book we can for the community and will look forward
to hearing everyone's feedback through public Alpha
and Beta testing to make sure we can deliver this.
And with that our interview comes to a close. I would
like to thank our contributors for their service, in
recognition of their efforts we will ask the Overseers to
spare the whip and perhaps dole out an additional food
ration.
Avras Victore!
Words collected by William “Funkyfellow” Dodd

The battle lines of the Swarm. Models by Games
Workshop.

With their backs to the wall, they’re ready to fight like
cornered rats.

They may look rickety, but machines like these can be
surprisingly deadly.

W
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HAT IS THE ABSOLUTE EPITOME OF THE
HOBBY FOR YOU ? W HAT IS THE THING THAT
YOU WORK TOWARDS , AND FEEL LIKE YOU ’ VE
REALLY DONE SOMETHING GREAT WHEN YOU
ACCOMPLISH IT ? T HERE ARE MANY ANSWERS
TO THIS QUESTION , BUT FOR ME THE ANSWER
IS THE MAP CAMPAIGN .

Michael “Arduhn” Stockdale

I worked at a FLGS for almost a decade, and during that
time I have run several such campaigns. I put up some
advertisements for the campaigns in the store, and on
social media. This introduced me to new people in the
area, and I have made a few new friends this way (including another contributer to this issue of the Scroll –
check
out
his
awesome
Dwarf
army).
We tried out a few different rules systems; the first was
from the General’s Compendium. I had the two maps
for it, and created counters to represent armies and
such using primarily Warmaster models. The rules
were great fun, and we played skirmish games to supplement the larger battles. I liked how every faction had
special rules. The special scenarios gave a reason to
create new terrain pieces, and sometimes new miniatures. It was certainly an impetus to build and paint.
Later we tried out the Mighty Empires system. It was
much sparser, and seemed a bit dry and lifeless by

Community

comparison. However, the simplicity of the system
turned out to be a great strength in the end, because it
allowed us to easily modify the rules, and over the years
our campaign system evolved far beyond its humble
origins. In more recent years, we modified the rules to
be compatible with the 9th Age.
In addition to mod-ability, the system had some features that really made sense. One problem with the system we had been using previously was that some
players might have several battles to play in a single
campaign round, while other players would often go
several rounds between battles. Often it would be the
same two players fighting over one territory, round after round. The new system simplified this with a challenge system that saw each player getting at least one
battle every round. Better yet, these battles could be
against any other player – not just the ones that shared
a border. The only time anyone had to play more than
one battle was if more than one player challenged
them. Furthermore, players could have as many battles
as they liked, but only the best result would count for
empire points.
Anywhere from 1-5 empire points were earned by
playing battles; the better the result, the more you
would earn. These could be used to expand your territory, or build things.

What Makes
Campaigns Great?
When you’re playing on a map, you get a visual representation of your progress. It makes the battles mean a
bit more than simple, one-off matches. As your fiefdom
grows, you can plan your next conquests, and secure
your borders. You might think to yourself “I should get
that unit of knights ready before the next round.” In this
way, the campaign can be a great motivation, and certainly has been in my experience. This is especially true
with a so-called “slow grow” campaign. What that
means is you start at a very low points value, and gradually increase the points over the course of the campaign. By the end, you have a fully-painted 4500 point
army, or even more if you wanted more options for your
force.
Another great thing about a campaign is that if you have
someone running it, and not playing in it, you can create all kinds of new scenarios to try. The campaign organiser can also allow changes to factions such as
adding new units, or mercenaries. For scenarios, 9th
Age has made this so easy and intuitive with the system
of deployment types and secondary objectives. It’s so
fun plundering old publications looking for new scenarios to try, and converting them to 9th Age rules is a
breeze. Some highlights of my previous campaigns have
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Some of the excellent, custom counters by the Vermin
Swarm player. They’re mounted on magnets.

Raid your bits box. Get creative! Extra shields, or even
small rocks will do.

Ah, the intrigue phase. So much plotting and scheming.
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Such a handy map. With a metal backing, the magnetic
counters won’t slide around, and it can hang on the wall.

Community

been massive siege battles, amphibious assaults, ambushes, bridge battles...I could go on. We have had battles that took weather into account, for example.
As far as non-standard army lists go, mercenaries have
often been a part of our campaigns, but they’ve always
been limited in a few different ways. One campaign had
people bidding on mercenary units (using gold earned
from mines and raids). Another way to add in new units
is by having special map sections, or buildings that allow for it. Perhaps you have found the nest of a monster
high in the mountains, or deep in the forest. Perhaps
you have constructed an engineer’s workshop in your
capital. These may allow you to add some new monster
or war machine to your lists, while a summoning circle
may allow you to ally in some daemons or undead perhaps. The possibilities are limited only by your imagination, and what the campaign organiser decides is
balanced.

So how do you get
started?

One of our campaigns started with this massive, multiplayer battle. Side vs side, the tables connected in a long
line...epic!

If you need a map, check out some of the amazing work of
the Ninth Age Art team. Just draw some lines, and you're
off to the races.

First, you’ll need to decide on a map. Will you use
hexes? Perhaps a map from an old boardgame. Will you
create your own map by hand, or on the computer? Any
of these methods are valid, but I’ll tell you about my
favourite maps. During one of our campaigns, one of the
players created some maps on the computer, printed
them out, and affixed them to a metal backing. He also
created a whole set of counters, attached to magnets.
The maps had loops at the top, which allowed them to
be hung on the wall. They are great for several reasons.
They are easy to store, and won’t easily be disturbed.
It’s very easy to move counters. They’re durable, and
have lasted for several years.
The map itself is divided into irregular shaped sections.
This has an advantage over hexes, in my opinion. Roads
get you around the map quicker, because they are long
an thin. The sections are also numbered. This is great,
because even if one of the players has to miss a meeting, they can still give clear instructions to the campaign organiser. “I want to use my empire points to
conquer territory 56, and build a mine on number 48.”
It’s as simple as that.
It’s all a matter of taste, however. Some may prefer the
tactile, and visual appeal of a three dimensional hex
map. These types of maps also cut down on the possibility of choke points that are too easy to defend. In
other words, each map will have its advantages and
disadvantages.

Community

Pooling Resources
Another big question for your campaign is what kind of
resources you will have. Gold is almost a given, but empire points aren’t neccessarily. If you have armies moving about on the map, they can simply claim territory
without needing a resource for that. If you abstract
armies, however, and opt to have every player engage in
one (or more) battles per round, you will need empire
points to allow for territorial expansion. Other possible
resources could be research points, public order, diplomacy points, etc.
Will any of these resources be represented on the map?
Mines have been a staple of most of our campaigns, but
farms, trade centres, embassies, menageries, and other
types of resource gathering, or storage buildings could
be included. What can be built is a consideration. There
might be resources tied to specific territories, as well.
Maybe stone can only be mined in mountains, and
forests are needed for lumber. Maybe you can only hire
mercenaries in specific cities, and so on.

Alright, I’m
Intrigued
What will you do to keep things exciting in your campaign? Will you allow for some dirty tricks? In my campaigns, we had a phase for this; the Intrigue Phase. This
allowed for another creative outlet, and players could
come up with their own ideas. The campaign organiser
would decide if the idea worked, or needed to be
changed. I always enjoyed coming up with new intrigues, and seeing what others thought up.
What will you do? You might launch raids to bring back
gold, or slaves (another possible resource). You might
lead your opponent into an ambush, or use diplomacy
as a weapon. Perhaps you want to scout the battlefield,
or prepare defences. Those scouts might be useful for
finding a secret pass through the mountains, or a previously unknown river crossing. They can also be used to
scout out your enemy’s army, and allow you to plan the
perfect force to counter. You might also use your spies
to stir up unrest, perhaps causing a revolt, or a civil war.
All of these things can happen in the intrigue phase.
Another way to spice things up from time to time is to
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bring everyone together for a special event. Some examples from my campaigns include:
•A massive, multi-player battle with a line of connected tables.
•A medieval tourney with jousting, a chariot race, a
marksmanship competition, and a melee
•A skirmish survival event that saw players bring a
champion, and try to escape a ruined town, where
they had been hunting for treasure, as the sun went
down, and they were beset by rogue undead.
•A treasure hunt on a desert island, or ruined city.
This can be another way to get the creative juices flowing, or give yourself a reason to create some new terrain.

For the Win!
The final thing to mention about map campaigns is how
to end them. What will your win conditions be? The obvious one, which I have used in every campaign I’ve
ever run, is to set a number of territories required to
win. This can vary depending on the number of players.
I find it’s good to mix things up a bit as well, however.
The campaign organiser can set secret victory conditions for each player. These can be as simple as capturing a specific territory, or something tied to specific
factions (Sylvan Elves needing to hold a certain number
of forest territories, for example). These things don’t
have to be mutually exclusive either. Maybe the aforementioned Sylvan Elf player needs 15 territories, at
least 10 of which must be forests, and also needs to
take territory 34, and amass 300 gold.
Another thing to consider is how long your campaign
will run for. Will it last a set number of rounds, or real
world time? I personally like it to keep going until
there’s a winner, but some players may experience
campaign fatigue, and start to fall off the map, so to
speak. Being clear about how and when the campaign
will end can help alleviate this potential issue.
So there it is. Now you have something to work on
while we all wait out this pandemic. For all those who
have painted all their minis (does such a mythical creature truly exist?), now you can work on creating a map,
counters, and rules for your very own campaign. Heck,
if you’re still playing games using one of those fancy
computer programs, I’m sure you can get a map campaign going online as well.
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Fluff
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A

NOTHER INSTALMENT OF
QUESTIONS
FROM THE
COMMUNITY
ANSWERED BY THE
VENERABLE S AGE HIMSELF.

Greetings unto thee, oh learned Sage. I wish to
know, have Orcs and Goblins ever built cities?
Although we civilized peoples might not recognize them as such, goblins at least construct a
collection of edifices that one might name a city.
Orcs on the other hand, are universally nomadic,
and do not, therefore, tend to erect long-term
settlements. Lacking both the technology and
the inclination to create lasting infrastructure,
orcs construct camps that are temporary – easily
erected and easily struck. Orcs stay in one place
only until nearby resources are depleted, or they
set out in search of new adventures. Who can
fathom what thoughts may pass through the
mind of an orc, encased as it is in such a thick
skull?
Occasionally, a war party may overrun a city, and
dwell therein for some time, just as a crab might
inhabit an old helmet abandoned near the shore.

This is rare, however, and equally as short-lived
as encampments in the wilderness. Soon they
will move on, leaving the city’s former occupants
to slink back – presumably with mop and bucket
at the ready.
Goblins, on the other hand, have made cities
since time immemorial - this goes for all three
primary kinds: plains, forest, and cave. Usually,
such locations are cunningly hidden or protected. I have even heard that goblin cities, of a
not inconsiderable size I might add, can be
found in the mountains that separate Sonnstahl
and Equitaine. Though they lack the stoneworking skill of the dwarfs, their buildings are
nonetheless reported to be structurally sound. I
am led to believe that the areas downstream of
these settlements are an assault on the olfactory
senses, but the soil is most fertile there, and es-

Fluff
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pecially fine for growing tomatoes.
Oh Sage, How long would a dwarf survive without
a drink? How long before he loses his marbles?
I presume by this question that you believe the
apocryphal tales of the ale quaffing dwarf in his
moot hall? Whilst this is certainly not unheard
of, it is also a misconception that dwarfs engage
in such practices as a nightly custom. I cannot
envisage how this industrious race could have
risen to such lofty heights of technical proficiency if they were rising at noon with a head
like a karkadan’s stable.
In fact, the dwarfs’ apparent lust for alcoholic
beverages is driven not by a special affinity, but
rather a philosophical love of solidity and permanence. Thick, dark ale is considered more
solid than water, and thus intrinsically “better” alcohol can also preserve certain foodstuffs, a
most pleasing function to dwarfs.
Even when general quaffing is called for, it always has a ritualistic purpose in addition to any
festive intentions. The practice of communal
drinking is itself a symbol of permanence, often
accompanied by the retelling of ancient sagas, or
as part of a wedding or other ceremony. When
dwarves recite the long lists of their ancestors,
the most important names are honoured with a
gulp of ale. This is considered a sign of great reverence.
While dwarves are not typically drunkards, it is
true that those cast out of their Hold for some
unpardonable crime are said to be rigan - ‘water
drinkers’. Water is said to be a substance of so
little nourishment and solidity that it cannot
sustain decency or common sense - those who
imbibe such a fluid are, in effect, no longer

dwarfs. Bibo ergo sum, perhaps?
Regarding ghouls: their nature intrigues me.
Some speak of an anthropomorphic spirit, others
of degenerate humans following impious practices, others of the living manipulated by black
magic … I know not, but can you answer this
question, or are ghouls to still remain a mystery?
Ghouls you say? Nasty creatures, though the legends do perhaps exaggerate. They are metaphysically no different to simple undead such as
zombies, though they certainly exhibit more voracious feeding behaviour, and significantly enhanced mobility. I shall not dwell on them, lest
they dwell on me, except to say that the nature of
the soul used by the necromancer to animate
these abominations likely has a major impact on
their behaviour. I could say more, but I believe
it’s almost dinner time.
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WTC
One of the biggest international T9A events, the WTC/
GTC Online 2021 Main-Event began on April 15 and, as
of writing, is still ongoing. Here is a lovely tournament
bracket created by Frederick over on the 9th Age forums
for both the Singles event and Team event:
The WTC Nations Cup Online 2021 has also been announced by the WTC organizers. Check out http://
www.worldteamchampionships.com/ for more details.
For up to date results I would recommend you check
out Tourneykeeper.net if you want to cheer on your favorite teams.

Underdog Brawl
The Universal Battle T9A UK and Ireland Singles Event
(Underdog Brawl) is taking place between the 13th of
May & 16th of June. This time the organizers have introduced an interesting drafting system for participants.
When registering for the event each player first submits

which faction they wish to play with to the organizers.
Then at the start of each tournament round, each player
must communicate with their opponent which Enchantments/Lore/Units that they wish to veto from
their opponents available options. This prevents the
opponent from using them in their army list. There are
5 veto categories available:
Item Enchantment (Including Army specific enchantments, Arcane Compendium enchantments, Daemonic
Manifestations and Dwarven Runes)
Magic Lore
Core unit
Special unit
Army specific category unit (e.g. Unseen Arrows from
SE, Legendary Beasts from WDG, etc.)
Each veto category can only be chosen once. Each Enchantment/Lore/Unit that is chosen is unable to be
used by the opponent. A vetoed unit cannot be used,
even if it comes from a different category. For example,
if your special unit veto is Barbarian Horsemen (WDG),
then they cannot be used even if they are taken as core.
If a unit/character only has one option for a magic lore,
and that lore is chosen for veto, then that unit/character cannot be taken.
This format is sure to shake up list the building phase
and sounds like tons of fun. Good luck to all the participants, may your dice rolls always be hot!
Pablo “Closer” Muñoz Gonzalez
and Michael “Arduhn” Stockdale

R
Battle report
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ECENTLY THERE WAS A TOURNAMENT TO PLAYTEST THE
V ERMIN S WARM L EGENDARY A RMY B OOK , WHICH IS
NOW IN ALPHA . W E THOUGHT IT MIGHT BE FUN TO
OPEN A WINDOW INTO THE STRANGE , WONDERFUL
WORLD OF PLAYTESTING . T HE E VENT WAS ORGANIZED
BY L OGHAIRE .

Loghaire advertised the tournament with this description.
“Salve fellow playtesters,
The VS book playtesting progresses, and the book
seems to become less and less fluid with every update. Doing some mirror matches has lead me to a
kinda crazy idea, perfectly matching our current
exercise, testing this madness driven book. We
should do a tournament! Playtesters fighting
against playtesters. Vermin Swarm armies clashing
on the field of battle, creating battle reports and
data, while enjoying a unique tournament situation that will never occur again.
The matches will be held in UB2, of course. Everyone can create a list, much to his liking. Extra
honor to those creating crazy, fluffy and unique
lists, with a focus on points that have to be tested
thoroughly. Never again will T9A see a chance to
test the book in such an interesting state, never will
there be so many people invested into the book,
coming from one internal team.”

By Michael “Arduhn” Stockdale,
Martin “Loghaire” Zillner,
and Ben “Skipschnit” Jones

The Board is Set…
After some discussion, and voting, the format of the
tournament was decided. Each playtester that took part
used a Vermin army to test as a player, and then also a
non-Vermin army to test as an opponent. The lists
were also skewed towards a certain build and playstyle
for testing. Some playtesters used 2 Vermin armies in
order to achieve Vermin mirror matches for testing.
Something very interesting was the discussion about
what types of Vermin Swarm lists would be used.
Rather than simply having each player build a list
where anything goes, it was decided that each list
would have a certain theme.
A Ruinous Dictator - in all of Avras, no other being may
command such reverence and simultaneous terror.
Photo by Kalle "Kdownunder" Kouri.
Miniature from Forge World.
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Battle report

Reams of Themes

Here we have what appears to be an Avrasian civil war.
Photo by “hasker ”. Miniatures from Games Workshop.

“The themes right now are:
•Tunnel-Troop (Make use of the tunnel marker system)
•Vermintide (Create an army with a real horde feeling)
•ShootyMcShootPhase (Try to get the most out of the
shooting armybook entries)
•MadRatsFuryRoad (Tinker around with chargeheavy/mobile units/constructs and chariot types)
•DictatorsRattyRagtag (Use the Dictator-mod as the
central character of your list)
•Built-And-Bred (Bring them Brutes, bois - because
another Dreadmill theme would be boring)”

The Pieces are in
Motion

Units of Vermin Legionaries stalk through the long grass.
Photo by “Seileach”. Miniatures from Games Workshop.

The lowest of the low, these slaves can still be dangerous
so long as they fear their masters’ lash more than the
enemy. Photo by “joel127”. Miniatures from Dragon Claw.

These beasts have the marks of excellent tunnel diggers - a
quality highly valued by their verminous keepers. Photo by
“hasker”. Miniatures from Mierce and Games Workshop.

Each player was assigned a theme, and they set about
making lists based on those themes. They also made a
list for their non VS army. The pairings were decided,
the games were played, and the results were tallied.
When the dust had settled, the team analyzed the results to determine any tweaks that were needed.
Loghaire reflected on the tournament as follows:
“It was a real fun experience. We have seen a lot of interesting games. There were hot debates and interesting insights, strange situations and crazy matchups. Of
course, trying to make themes work was a real challenge and some of them were hard to make use of, but it
was an experience that brought us together a little, and
gave us a chance to know one another a little better.
This was an event with the goal to create data and give
a reason to test the sh** out of this LAB book, and I
think we really saw this new faction, especially in the
form of some themes, struggle.”
Playtester “Kalerith” scored the highest point total in
the event and won the Title “Playtest Dictator”. For this
feat, he earned a specialized forum tag, and a place in
playtest history. This event was a great use of initiative
by playtesters to be able to test several books at once
and from many different directions. The feedback submitted from this event helped to shape the many
changes of the Vermin book from mechanic phase to
Alpha.
We hope that it is a new tradition that the Playtest
Team will utilize in the future for other LABs.
We do have some more raw data, such as the army lists,
and full points results for all the participants. We will
post that information in the feedback thread for this issue. We also have an excellent narrative battle report
elsewhere in this issue, so look out for that!

Battle report

A
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REDACTED
PUBLICATION THAT
THE I NQUISITION
HAS CONFISCATED :

I look now upon years of service, and recall no more
terrifying fight than that in which monsters from legends came to life. Many people believe the Vermin
Swarm to have been broken as a power by Sunna. Our
army found out that was a terrible lie.
It was a clear morning when we began marching from
the local outpost towards a village that had sent a message requesting aid. The messenger's claim of Vermin
had been dismissed by the officers as a delusion
founded in terror. We were sure that we'd only find
some overgrown Beasts terrorizing the populace; perhaps a small herd to be dispersed by our guns and steel.
As the days passed, we began to see signs of the force
we were pursuing – razed farmsteads, butchered citizens, and pillaged houses and fields. Closer to the village, the countryside was devastated. What wasn't
burned, killed, or torn down looked diseased. These
ominous sights haunted us as we continued our march.
A few days out from the village, outriders and scouts
began to disappear. Sometimes we'd find mangled remains scattered about; chopped to pieces by what
seemed like butchers' cleavers. Others, there was simply a bloody spot where they'd died wordlessly. The
Marshall ordered that no lone scouts were to be utilized. Only full units would screen our army.

Antonio “Aenarion43” González Oliver

Battle report
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As if from
nowhere…
On the tenth day after leaving the fortress, we stared
dumbfounded at a full blown army standing at the entrance to the village. Vermin. Genuine Vermin, like
you'd see in a story book meant to frighten children!
Our regiment was outnumbered two to one, yet the
Marshall decided to offer battle. We had artillery and a
Steam Tank. Our army set up in a defensive position,
our infantry bristling outwards, while artillery and
Light Infantry were cocooned in the center. The Marshall stepped forward and yelled at the Vermin to withdraw from our lands or face our wrath. He stood
proudly until their reply came. There were no discernible words to it, just a deep rumble that left a pit in
our stomachs. The Marshall withdrew into our formation and commanded us to begin firing.
Crossbow bolts arced overhead, cutting through dozens
of rats like a scythe through wheat. The artillery fire
landed among a group of rats wearing armour and
wielding polearms. They continued advancing like a vicious swarm, not caring one whit for their own casualties. As if in answer to our volleys, clouds of gas began
to appear among our line, choking man and beast alike
with their fumes. The ground exploded in front of our
steam tank, and then a shot hit us a moment before we
heard a sound like a cannon. To this day, I do not know
what manner of artillery can fire so fast as to outrun the
sound of its firing.

The battle
intensiﬁes
We reiters began to move along the flanks, looking for
openings to harass and disrupt the enemy. That was
when the first of the vermin's insane contraptions came
towards us. A demented wheel, seeming to move under
its own power, barreled towards us, heedless of all else.
Flashes of lightning blasted from it, incinerating anything that came close to it. As I stared at certain death,
Sunna herself intervened. The contraption wobbled,
then caromed off to one side, before tilting and exploding fantastically. The other Reiters were not as lucky as
us. One unit was incinerated by the lightning, while the
other was run over by the contraption itself. Our cannoneers, either by skill or sheer luck, avenged one of
our units. The final contraption hid itself in a ruined
building. Knowing we were outmatched, I veered us
away to try and find the Vermin artillery.
Our Heavy Infantry engaged the Vermin in front of
them. Corroded blades clashed with Halberds in a des-

Battle report

perate fight. A priest of Sunna led the men, his holy
prayers lending them strength and the will to endure in
the face of the enemy. Yet it was not enough. As we
scanned the field for the Verminous artillery that continued to pepper our line, I watched the Heavy Infantry
break away from the fight. The rats chased them down,
gleefully cutting down every last one. To my horror, the
polearm wielding rats had braved the artillery barrage.
Though barely a quarter of them had reached our artillery, they outnumbered the brave engineers ten to
one, easily. With the artillery slaughtered, and our line
broken, it was with glad hearts that we saw the Imperial Guard beating back the rats after a hard fight. The
Marshall began to reorder our line; then we all saw a
mass of vermin approaching implacably. A sickly green
miasma seemed to follow these rats, carrying crude,
large knives coated with sickly substances. In their
midst, a giant effigy of some depraved god rose. The
Steam tank must have been ordered to block their advance. It roared forward.
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Bending and
breaking
As the Imperial Guard turned to try and salvage the
battle elsewhere, our Steam Tank plowed into the mass
of rats. It slowly began grinding through them, certain
that its steel plating would keep it safe from all harm.
That was when we heard a brutal roar. Two abominable
beasts moved towards the Imperial Guard, each monster the size of a house with too many limbs attached.
Yet calling all attention to itself was the greatest blasphemy I'd ever seen. Its body looked like a sculpted
physique, yet its cloven feet and rodent head gave lie to
it. The beast wore on its head a crown of golden laurels,
and its body was coated in steel plating. In its hands
was a halberd that glowed a sickly green. That monster
roared a challenge to our tank, then proceeded to
charge into it dementedly. Every attempt to hurt it
bounced off its armor or was deflected by a field of
light. Cannon shot, crossbows, blades all seemed to do
nothing to the beast. Then its halberd swept down and
hacked at the Steam Tank. I've never seen such a powerful stroke, before or since. Even giants that would
crush a man effortlessly had barely dented that armor
in the past. . . yet that monstrous daemon cleaved
through our tank's thickest plates as if they were made
of paper. Once the tank had been hacked open, the vermin around the Daemon swarmed in to kill the crew. It
was at that point that I ran. My unit quit the field, running from the laughing monster that had destroyed the
Steam Tank. To this day, that battlefield haunts my
nightmares.
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Whats new in the
mini market?
While the DE LAB is still in Alpha, you can check Lubart
miniatures. They have some awesome designs that encompass many of the new units – from obsidian guard,
to temple militants, to thunder herds. Lubart’s DE
miniatures are impressive. Something you can complement with the products offered by movementtray.com
which has not only movement trays (obviously), but
also tokens, markers, magnets, and bases.
For their part, Two Idiots Printing have announced a
new promotion featuring the Txarli Factory Collossus.
With the purchase of 20 or more skeletons, you can acquire a colossus for just $7.99. Check it out!
Finally, as the vermin swarm LAB is getting closer and
closer, Lubart miniatures are premiering new digital
models in the form of stl files, so you can print as much
as you want.

Job oﬀers in T9A
The 9th Scroll itself is looking for a layout artist. Our
main one, nflqt, would need an extra goblin to work
with. Don’t worry, he only uses the whip now and then,
and his arm isn’t that STRONG as someone told…
The Human Resources team is also seeking people to
join them. Their core tasks include helping team leaders review and onboard candidates, setting up access
levels, staff surveys, and maintaining a good work atmosphere.
Pablo “Closer” Muñoz Gonzalez
and Michael “Arduhn” Stockdale

Company showcase

H
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ERE WE HAVE OUR INTERVIEW WITH M ARCUS OF T WO
I DIOTS P RINTING S ERVICE . I T ’ S A COMPANY THAT IS WELL
WORTH CHECKING OUT FOR ANYONE PLAYING ONE OF THE
9 TH AGE ARMIES THEY CATER TO .

In our time, where .stl files are very common, they provide an indispensible service to those of us still without a
3-d printer, or the technical know-how to get the most
out of one. Let’s learn a bit more about these two idiots,
who are anything but.

How did Two Idiots
Printing get started? Also,
what’s the story behind the
name?
As happenstance, it would turn out. I met my business
partner Ross in a hobby shop through a mutual friend.
He said he had a few printers, and I commissioned him
for some bits and bobs. When I went to collect my purchase, I asked him if he wanted to make it a side business.
Between Ross' printing/physical technical know-how,
and my customer service and back-end experience,
we've become the printing service you see today. The
name is slightly tongue-in-cheek, as we joke at each
other all the time. Ross actually suggested it, then I
caught on to the fact it made a funny acronym and that
was it!

What sorts of models
(and services) do you oﬀer?

A selection of what Two Idiots Printing has to offer.

Models: sci-fi, fantasy, and historicals of all types. Currently our fantasy offerings include items from Peculiar
Companions, Medbury Miniatures, and even a few 9th
Age members (Thunderforge, you are the man!) We
have a delightful range of sci-fi minis from BigMrTong,
which evoke all the wackiness of the early years of
miniature wargaming. Historicals are our smallest
range, but Caballero miniatures is growing to be an excellent designer.
Printed examples of the Benin Empire orc cavalry from
the Peculiar Companions line.
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Services: Obviously we sell whats on our webstore. We can
also sell bits if asked, We take custom orders if the customer already has an STL they want printed, and we can
size anything up or down depending on the customer’s
needs. We've even done prototyping for some miniatures
companies. Finally, we offer supporting services if a customer has an STL, but they would like someone with an experienced hand to pre-support and prepare their model for
printing.
We also offer multi-colored FDM printing (Up to five
colours of plastic) with which we've made coasters, among
other things.

If you like to think outside wargaming, we also offer
lithopane creation services. Each lithopane comes with
its own lightbox and LED pack, and makes a great gift
for a loved one.

How did you ﬁrst become
aware of the ninth age
project?
I've personally had an eye on the project since it came
about. That being said, I've never played (Partly due to
lack of funds at one point) but appreciate everything
the team does. I have the current suite of books printed
and bound, and absolutely love the undying dynasties.

What made you decide to
become a supporting
company?

Examples of medbury miniatures horse lords infantry.

Shown here next to a GW miniature for scale.

It was a natural fit for us to attempt to cater to one of
the largest mass battle wargames communities out
there.
Can you tell us about, or better yet give us a glimpse at
anything coming up?
We've still got more of "The Frost" to put up on the
webstore, if you are a fan of fun fantasy miniatures.
Medbury consistently releases new items (Of which I've
heard some elven commanders are afoot!) Finally, We
are excited to add the new models from Peculiar Companions new Kickstarter to our offerings once that
crowdfunder completes.
We are also looking at adding new patrols for Essence
of War.

Is there anything else you
want to tell Ninth Scroll
readers?
Each and every one of you, whether you be a team
member of the project or a fellow gamer of the 9th Age
system, is awesome. You all have humbled us with your
reaction to our business, and are propelling us forwards without realizing it. Thank you all, and please
keep commenting on our thread as to what you would
like to see!
Words collected by Michael “Arduhn” Stockdale.

Let's get these guys on some square bases!

I
Workshop
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N THIS ARTICLE , I’ M
GOING TO TELL YOU
ABOUT A MODELLING
TECHNIQUE THAT IS
SIMPLE , CHEAP, AND
CAN PRODUCE GREAT
RESULTS !

Press-moulding uses a type of silicone or thermoplastic
that becomes pliable when heated. You can get these
products from a few different places. I found some in a
100 yen shop in Japan (similar to a dollar store, or
pound shop). You can also buy it from Amazon, hobby
shops, and hobby companies, such as Greenstuff World
– where it is sold as “Blue Stuff”.
It is important to know what this technique is good for,
and what it won’t work as well for. Generally pressmoulding will only produce a one-sided mould of
something. It’s great for copying a shield design, for example, but probably won’t work reproducing a full
shield. There are much better methods for copying a
full miniature, or producing a two-sided mould, but
they are also more involved, more expensive, and take
longer for the mould to set.
Here are the materials you will need for press-moulding:
•Silicone or thermoplastic mould material
•A miniature, or piece with a design you want to copy
•A stove or hot plate
•A pot for boiling water (and the water, of course)
•A fork, or tongs, or some other tool to hold the mould
material while it’s in the boiling water
•Putty or clay to cast your moulded design

Michael “Arduhn” Stockdale

Now we're cooking
The first thing you need to do when press-moulding is
put a pot of water on the stove to boil. I use a fork to
hold the mould material, but tongs would also be
handy. Once you have dipped your silicone in the water
for a few seconds it should be ready. You can handle the
silicone as it doesn’t conduct heat well, but just be careful of the hot water.
This is my mould material. It even has instructions for
anyone who can read Japanese.
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Mash the stick in your hands and spread it into a good
shape that will cover the piece you want to copy. Push
the piece into the silicone, and give it a few seconds to
harden back up. If you don’t move quickly, the material
might have already cooled. If it feels difficult to press
your part into the silicone you’ll have to start over.
That’s okay though as you can reuse the silicone over
and over. Simply reheat the silicone in the water, and
try again. The last thing you want is for the mould not
to capture all the details.

Hold on to your bits

I am ready to make a mould. Note: I actually don’t
recommend using painted bits, as the paint can come off
onto the mould.

Careful not to let the material touch the pot itself; it can
become stuck.

Now the mould is ready to be used (yes, it’s that quick).
Mix up some your desired putty and smush it into the
mould. Depending on the putty you’re using, you might
want to put a bit of water, oil, or vaseline into the mould
so the putty doesn’t stick to it. This is especially important if you want to do a few castings without waiting for
the putty to fully cure. Of course, it is best to wait for the
putty to cure completely before removing it, but sometimes you may wish to remove it sooner while it’s still
pliable. In that case, I recommend waiting about 30
minutes before removing the putty. (photo caption:
Here Funkyfellow has removed his cloaks early so that
he could contour them to the shape of the knight and
horse.)
When pushing the putty into the mould, make sure it
gets into all the nooks and crannies; otherwise air bubbles can appear between the putty and the mould, and
spoil some of the detail. The mould is usually translucent, so you should be able to spot bubbles by holding it
up to a light source.

Don't be afraid to
try it yourself
This technique is very useful for copying designs, but it
can also be combined with other techniques as well,
such as traditional sculpting. I have used it to reproduce shield embellishments, such as the fish from the
Freelance Knight. I also used a press-mould to help me
create feathered cloaks. You could also use a pressmould to create a texture stamp for bases, as Funkyfellow has done for his Dragon Empire army. You are only
limited by your imagination really. Don’t be afraid to try
things out. It can open a whole new world of hobby
possibilities!

The mould is almost ready. It just needs to cool. Be careful
not to burn yourself on the hot water.

Workshop
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I copied the feather pattern from this wing.
A quick casting, without waiting for the putty to cure. In
future, I’ll probably put the putty onto the shield I am
adding the design to, then press it into the mould
together.

Using the feather mould shown elsewhere, I was able to
create this feather cloak. This used some more advanced
techniques, and you can see from the variation in colour
that it wasn’t cast all at once.

Funkyfellow used pressmoulds to create these cloaks, and
the base texture. The cloaks were removed before fully
curing so that they could be contoured to the horse and
rider.

Here you can see some of the fish that I copied from a
different shield.

Here is a painted and snowflocked example of
Funkyfellow’s base texture stamp. The snow is great for
hiding any imperfections in the cast.
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HE STORY OF A 10 MM S YLVAN E LVES ARMY PROJECT BY A
NOVICE HOBBYIST CONTINUES WITH TRYING NEW THINGS AND
PAINTING MORE SYLVANS . R EAD ON TO CATCH UP !

It has been almost two months since I began this project. I've learned a whole lot about miniature painting, and have done
some general preparations for the army. I'm also happy to report that the search for a colour scheme is over for now!

The time for plans
After painting the first model for my army, I read
through the fluff part of the Sylvan Elves army book to
kick things off again. I found it cool, but also a bit
spooky. I hadn't really pictured my sylvans as some
alien and cruel creatures, but the ”you chopped some
wood from our forest, now we'll butcher you as a punishment” part made sense. After that, I checked back
with the army list my boyfriend made me last autumn
to act as an initial guideline for my army. I tried to gain
an understanding of what units I should prepare in case
anyone is ever going to play with the army. In addition,
I'd like my sentinels and pathfinders to visually differ
from sylvan archers enough to not confuse them together. I counted and wrote down all the miniatures,
their types, and the bases that we had ordered with
them. Unfortunately there was a lack of bases for cavalry and dryads, so I was not able to just storm off to
base everything until we had ordered more bases.

Mari ”Bunsheebush” Smolander

The forest forces amass
To remove the miniatures more easily from their printing supports, I decided to try a hot water hack. The
resin in the 3D-printed miniatures is hard and snappable like raw spaghetti, so I've already had to start an
”Oops box” for all the horns, blades, spearheads, and
vines that I have brutalized off the models. I heard that
keeping the miniatures in warm water for some time
could soften the resin, and make it easier to work with,
so some brave aquatic sylvans got the honour of diving
into the depths of a water container. The resin turned
into a slightly more pliable version after a couple of
minutes, and I ended up removing all the deer-riding
miniatures from their printing supports. I alternated
between working with a knife to cut the supports, and
just grabbing them with my fingertips and twisting
them out. I also pried loose all the sylvan archer miniatures, and maybe a third of the dryads. I still managed
to snap a few parts here and there, mostly dryad legs,
but the softer material seemed to be more forgiving.
There is still an unknown amount of tiny resin
spaghetti pieces all around my desk that flew off in every direction during the process, though.

A census is taking place. Don't mind the photobombing
ogres.
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Some cool prints
and a misprint

The hot water method and the aquatic deer riders in
progress.

After fixing some snapped bits, it was time to glue some
miniatures to bases. I finally got a good look at the deer
riders' standard bearer, champion, and musician once
they weren't surrounded with a bazillion supports anymore. I figured that the commands should probably be
in single bases for flexibility, so I didn't yet worry that
much about the lack of bases. Some of the deer had really peculiar poses with just one or two hooves touching the ground, so I had to be really careful with the
superglue and give them enough time to dry. I put together ten of them, and I think they look really neat
when they are placed together in ranks (or a pack?).
With the sylvan archers, I was surprised to find out that
their standard bearer was somehow merged with a
regular archer. I assume they had been printed too
close to each other and melted together as a result. I
was a bit worried, because they appeared to stand on
two completely different ground levels too. I didn't dare
take the risk of ruining them, so I just placed them on a
larger base, and fashioned a tree-trunk resembling
thing from greenstuff for the standard bearer to stand
on. I haven't really tried greenstuff before, so I was positively surprised by the end result. Of course, only
painting the whole thing will tell if it looks convincing
enough.

A colour scheme found

Some future wild huntsmen or briar maidens.

An unit of archers with their greenstuff-propped BSB.

When it comes to painting, I asked my boyfriend to teach
me how to assemble a wet palette. Learning to do so gave
me more confidence to paint more on my own. I glued
some archers to bases, and instantly got this bubbly feeling when I looked at them. They are so cool, and I'm super
exited to paint them! I'm a bit sad that I didn't really get the
same feeling out of the spearmen. I guess starting the
painting experiment with them felt almost too safe.
Over a couple of evenings, I tried two new colour
schemes for the sylvan archers, and ended up liking the
last one best. I fooled around with contrasts, washes,
and regular ol' acrylic paints, and ended up with a
slightly olive green tone for the cape; a bit lighter and
spring-themed green robes, and a light wood bow. The
models had the same bone-coloured base coat as the
spearmen, and I liked how the bow ended up looking
after just applying a couple of layers of watered-down
contrast paint on top of the base coat. I think the wood
colour on my first model was too dark, and it was hard
to find a nice highlighting colour for it. The new one
looked more natural; a bit like birchwood? I loved the
colour scheme, so my original vision of autumn forest
will be put on hold for now.

Hobby corner
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Advances in
painting skills?
After landing for a general scheme, I tried working on
three archers simultaneously. I stuck them to a DIY
painting handle, and switched between miniatures
while waiting for others to dry. I found it to be a convenient way to paint such small figures. I'll try to get some
more of them done before testing some basing options.
The parts that I struggle the most to paint are the face
and hair. I liked the light colours I chose for the scheme,
but it is hard to build a nice, facial-feature-enhancing
contrast with them. Every attempt to higlight the face
just seems to make it worse. I guess I'll just keep it simple with one basecoat, and a layer or two of wash for
now. Despite that, I still think I have gotten a bit better
with the painting techniques. I learned to take it easier
with washes, and was able to avoid the glossy, varnishlike finish I accidentally ended up with the first archer
miniature. I'm eager to paint a full unit of the archers to
refine the process before trying my hand with some
cavalry miniatures.
Overall I think I liked the more low-contrast miniatures
better than my initial attempts at creating higher contrast. I suspect my limited experience with painting
convincing-looking highlights and shadows is partially
to blame; even though I seem to have a personal preference with more watercolor-looking colours and contrasts over cartoony, Borderlands-styled ones. However,
the lighter colours are also harder to photograph. I
fashioned together a crude lightbox so hopefully taking
miniature pictures with better quality will be a bit easier from now on.

A prototype archer tests the lightbox with the forest
guard.

A color scheme has been found.

The pull of the hobby
As of late I've really begun to delve into miniature
painting via videos, podcasts, and roaming around the
vast valleys of T9A's forum. I've found many inspiring,
and neat things other hobbyists have created, and I'm
itching to learn more. There's definitely a certain boost
one gets from creating something tangible.
An unfortunate side effect of all this has been that I've
gotten several cool ideas about new miniatures. For instance, I absolutely love gold paint, and I have tried to
come up with an excuse to slather it all over some
miniatures. That somewhere isn't going to be this SE
army, though, as it doesn't seem to fit with forest thingies. Some greedy demons swimming in gold and jewels maybe, or some false idol as my boyfriend
suggested? Finding some 28mm dryads to act as
thicket beasts or treefathers in my 10mm army could
also be interesting. We'll see!

The archers are being painted.

The evolution of colour scheme – and hopefully painting
skills too.

H
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ERE IS AN ARMY FROM A DEAR FRIEND OF MINE .
T HE BEAUTIFUL FORCE HAS IMPRESSED ALL WHO
HAVE LAID EYES ON IT ACROSS THE TABLES OF
WESTERN C ANADA . I T HAS WON MANY A BEST
PAINTED AWARD HERE , AND I THINK YOU ’ LL AGREE
IT ’ S HIGH TIME THE REST OF THE WORLD GETS A
PEEK AT IT. A RT IS MEANT TO BE SEEN , AFTER ALL .

Interview
with Mike “Greendwarf” Debruin
by Michael “Arduhn” Stockdale

The Whole Team - Just shy of 500 models with
200 more primed and on the painting desk to
round out the book.

Greendwarf, tell us about
your army. How did you
get your start?
My love of painting miniatures started at an early age.
Like many in our hobby I was introduced to realms of
science fiction and fantasy through friends, and the literature and games of early giants of the RPG industry,
TSR, FASA and Games Workshop. As you can imagine,
that last one held my attention longer than the others.
My adventure in fantasy wargaming started fifteen
years later, at a local hobby store clearance sale with a
new pile of discount dwarfs. I got into a local gaming
group that was running a map campaign, and ramped
up painting and collecting my force of fearsome, short
legged warriors, bringing glory to a fantastic world.
Nostalgia combined with the joy I found building and
painting these pewter treasures keeps me gaming and

Army showcase
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hobbying to this day. At some point, I came across a Marauder miniature with a rifle with this outlandish telescope for a scope (through which he is sighting some
far off goblin or beast no doubt). This one model
summed up dwarf engineering and ingenuity to me.
That was what lead me to collect the whole range. I
now have at least one of each and every Marauder
Dwarf ever released.

That’s an impressive feat,
especially considering how
the popularity of “Oldhammer” has exploded of late.
Shi ing gears, how have
you found your army ﬁts in
with the Ninth Age?
The Ninth Age project really catapulted me back to
those early days of excitement for the hobby. The new
options – and viability of the book as a whole – really
refreshed my view of the army, and provided new ways
to incorporate my vintage models into a playable force.
Upon reading the Ninth Age Dwarven Holds book, I was
able to find a use for almost every one of the roughly
180 unique sculpts available in the Marauder range.
To that end I have built at least two viable units for every unit entry in the book. The addition of units such
as the Grudge Buster and monstrous infantry have
given me a new challenge to work them into the existing theme of the army. It was the excuse I needed to explore other manufacturers and conversions to
complete the force.
I feel the success of the endeavour is rooted in strong
community support and a dedicated team of developers steering and codifying that energy into an evolving
game system. I am thankful for the ramblings of enthusiasts from around the globe via the forums system, the
Ninth Scroll and the development team, building and
maintaining a playground we can all enjoy and participate in.

King’s Guard unit with full Command - Using modern
banner bits and consistant hearaldry throughout the
force creates an overall theme and unifies the army (ie.
stops me forgetting rules I paid points for).

Dwarf Engineer & Clan Marksman with Guild-Crafted
Handgun. Having many sculpts to choose from has
allowed me to build units where each individual troop is a
unique character.

Below left: Ancesteral Memory marker and Dwarf Cannon
with Entrenchment Marker. These thamatic markers help
facilitate gameplay.
Below right: Clan Marksman with Guild-Crafted Handgun
- The outlandish scope on this model captured my
imagination. The look of this and the other hand-gunners
in this set inspired my collecting of the entire Marauder
range.
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Can you tell us a bit about
your painting style, and
how you achieve this
excellent presentation?

Miners - This is one of my favourite units in the army. It
contains models the pre-date the marauder range and are
packed with character. There is a crystal modeled into the
centre of the unit that is being mined by the troops.

Seekers with Brothers of Vengeance - Skirmish formation
presents an opportunity for larger, open poses and room
for each model to stand out as an individual.

I established a colour scheme and theme early, and
stuck to it. This has kept the army’s look unified across
a diverse range of units. The first model I painted for
the force was a dwarf king on his throne. The green and
white scheme, with some secondary colours, is used
throughout the army. Ironically the king model remained in my cabinet for almost every battle until it
was introduced as a viable option in the Ninth Age
book.
The brightness of the two main colours contrasts well
with the earth, stone and forest materials I have used
for scenery and basing. I have worked to give every
model in the army a sense of place. My goal was to create the feeling of a spring/summer, above ground
mountain forest setting. I have relied on natural materials like rocks and moss, as well as manufactured tufts
and bits, hand sculpted trees, and other scenic elements to complete the effect.
The scenic theme has allowed me to model several unit
filling mini dioramas, which add both visual interest
and flexibility when fielding the force. Aside from their
flying units, the dwarfs do not have a lot of tall centrepiece models. Finding ways to break up large infantry
blocks has provided me a creative outlet and the ability
to incorporate the narrative design aspect I enjoy creating.
I have also created some themed gaming tools. The DH
special rules – like entrenchment and ancestral grudge
– are great from a gaming standpoint, but I am an expert at forgetting about those perks. Having a physical
reminder on the battlefield helps me use these bonuses
to full effect, and helps bring the battlefield to life. I am
working on some dwarf themed terrain to compliment
the army. I have a brewery in the works, some supporting structures and an underground mine entrance.

Thanks for sharing this
visual masterpiece!
I would like to dedicate this to my biggest fan and
supporter of my many creative adventures. My Dad
supplied both inspiration and support in abundance and
at every opportunity. Whether it be curiosity as to what
was on my painting desk or stopping into a tournament
hall to share in my gaming pursuits, he always made the
time. He would have smiled proudly to see my work
featured in this scroll.
Greendwarf.

No worries; thank you for featuring my army. And to the
reader, keep on growing those ravening hordes of brave
and merciless warriors, keep on building this community and keep dwarfs sturdy.
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Thematic Unit Fillers 40mm x 40mm - Left to Right:
Taking the Cover You Can Get, The “High” Ground, The
Long Lost Cannon.

Thematic Unit Fillers 40mm x 40mm - Left to Right: The
Dragon Slayer, Spoils of the Deep, The Demon Slayer.

Steam Copter - Experimented with scale on the base to
create the feeling of soaring over a mountain stronghold.
Finding ways to add height to a short infantry based
armyhas proved an interesting challenge.

Steam Copter with custom sculpted base, rotor &
modifications (front view) - The epitome of fantasy,
technology and runic enchantment.
Below: clan Warriors with Halfling Musician - The ale
guzzling theme runs throughout the army and this
halfling fellow seemed to fit right in. The uniform shields
help to tie together a unit of diverse models.

Hobby corner
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ELCOME TO THE PATH OF THE PAINTER ! AVID
READERS WILL REMEMBER THE ARTICLE IN THE LAST
SCROLL CALLED T HE F EEDBACK PAINTSHOP. T HIS
ARTICLE IS A CONTINUATION OF THAT, BUT WITH A
MORE CATCHY NAME THAT PLAYS ON THE PATHS OF
A SCENSION . T HE PURPOSE REMAINS THE SAME , TO GIVE FEEDBACK TO
PAINTERS WHO HAVE SUBMITTED THEIR WORK SINCE THE LAST ISSUE .

A community
engagement project

“Mad’At”

Painting is a skill like any other; it is honed through
practice. A good way to know what to practice is to talk
to other painters, and ask for feedback. That way you
can get a better idea of the next step to take on your
own path of painting. This article is meant to engage
with the community, and be a platform for such talks.
In this instalment, I’ll take a look at the submissions
since last time, and I’ll give feedback to each. Lets just
dive right in.

Inn0c

The first thing that jumps out at me when looking at
pictures of this beautiful unit are the colours.

A good way to make things pop[...] is to rely heavily on
edge highlighting.

Inn0c has submitted the first unit for his new Empire of
Sonnstahl army. Coming from painting mostly Warriors
of the Dark Gods, he wanted something different,
colourful, and maybe even a bit silly. He also wanted to
be less of a perfectionist, improving his speed while
still keeping a high table top standard.
The first thing that jumps out at me when looking at
pictures of this beautiful unit are the colours. The uniforms come in all the colours of the rainbow. I know
this is a good representation of the real-world culture
that the Empire of Sonnstahl represents, but it can be a
difficult thing to pull off on a unit. That said, I think you
have managed it quite well here. The heavy use of
browns on the leather, the wood, and the bases helps to
create cohesiveness. An additional thing you could do
to increase cohesiveness is to use a universal highlight
colour. That is to say, when highlighting, always mix in
the same colour, regardless of hue. This will help set the
miniatures in a single environment. I think I would recommend a pale flesh colour for this. That usually works
well with pretty much any hue.
The highlighting also comes into play with another
point of feedback. You mentioned that you wanted to
spend less time working every blend to perfection. A
good way to make things pop without that much time

Hobby corner
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investment is to rely heavily on edge highlighting. I
know from experience that this is very useful when
painting the puffy clothes of uniforms such as these.
Running the side of the brush against the edges of the
stripes in the uniforms is a pretty quick way to draw interest. The purple guy next to the standard bearer has
some good examples of this, but on other miniatures it
is lacking. The yellow especially seems a little flat.
The yellow could also do with a bit richer shadows. I
suspect you shade the yellow using browns, but I would
recommend mixing in a little bit of purple for the deepest shadows (Game Ink Violet is my usual pick). It will
make the yellow look richer.
My final piece of feedback would be to focus a bit more
on the faces, but this is only if you really want to push
the quality up. You are already at a high level for table
top standard. However, giving the faces a bit more
colour would help make them pop, especially on models that are otherwise so very colourful. Some ruddy
noses, lips and cheeks, some blue or violet shadows, it
would go a long way to make them pop I think.

Morrigan
Morrigan’s submission is an Exalted Herald. He took
the chance here to try out some NMM (Non Metallic
Metal) and is wondering about ways to improve it and
tips for painting it faster. He also comments that the
many edges of the rocky skin on the Herald took a long
time to paint, and wonders if there is a faster way.
Starting with the NMM, I must say that to me, the
blades don’t sell as metal. They reather read as crystal
in my mind. There are a few reasons for this. First is
that you’ve only used a single transition for each surface. Steel reflects like crazy, so there should be more
transitions along the lengths of the blades. There are no
easy rules to this, mostly it is a matter of what happens
to look good on the miniature, so the secret is to try and
experiment. Personally I think one or two more transitions would be good here (for example, with one more
transition you would go from dark at the top to light in
the middle and dark at the bottom on one side of the
blade, and mirrored on the other).
The second thing that makes them look like crystal is
the colour. I think doing a simple black to white transition would help make it look more like steel as opposed
to coloured crystal. You’ve relied heavily on the blue
spectrum. This can often be a good choice when painting NMM steel because steel reflects the colours of the
world around it, which is often blue thanks to the sky.
This model appears to be walking through a lava
wasteland though, and gives off an overall dark feeling.
Blue skies isn’t exactly fitting for that. Plain grey steel
with hints of red and orange would be more realistic.
The last thing that makes the swords look like crystal is

Morrigan’s submission is an Exalted Herald.

He took the chance here to try out some NMM (Non
Metallic Metal).

the fact that you use true metal colours elsewhere on the
miniature. There is nothing inherently wrong with this,
and it can be done to great effect to differentiate between
“mechanical” and “cosmetic” metal on a mini. NMM is perfect for making shiny stuff, but can be hard to make grimy
or worn, as opposed to true metal. On this model though,
the handles and cross guard read a fine steel, which makes
the blades read as something else, namely crystal.
All that said, there is nothing wrong with crystal blades,
and the blue serve as an interesting contrast to the rest of
the model. More realistic looking NMM blades could actually be a bit boring for such as impressive model, so it
might have been the right call after all.

Hobby corner
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You also asked about ways to speed up the NMM painting. NMM consists of smooth transitions and sharp
edge highlight, both of which can sadly be time consuming. The secret is mostly just practice. Experiment
with ways of blending (layering, glazing, feathering,
wet-blending, loaded brush) to find what works best
for you, and do edge highlighting often. You can also
limit the time you allow yourself to spend on a piece to
force yourself to improve.
For the rocky skin, however, I do think I can give you
some easy advise on how to paint it fast. The secret is
drybrushing! Some may think of it as an inferior technique compared to layering and edge highlighting, but
no one can deny that it is fast. For rocky surfaces it is
very well suited, as it can even help create some interesting texture. To retain a clean feel, you can use glazing
after the drybrush to smooth things out, and finish it off
with some neat edge highlights. The drybrush should
help guide those highlights, making them a little bit
faster, and you can focus of the most prominent edges
since all others are covered by the drybrush. Also, try to
keep volumetric highlighting in mind to save time.
Edges facing down shouldn’t be as highlighted as edges
facing up, meaning fewer edges to highlight.
The last thing I want to mention is that the black of the
rock looks a bit shiny. This takes away from the rough
feeling that rock is supposed to have. Consider applying
a mat varnish to the model to fix that.

Dennis
The third submission is from Dennis, who has painted
up a Big Brother Giant. This is the second model he has
taken ample time to paint, and he is asking for some
general feedback. He also states that skin was the most
difficult to paint, and that he wanted the look of a being
that has lived a long time in a rough climate.
Being only the second attempt at deliberate practice,
this is a very good result. You can paint any number of
models, but unless you are trying to improve, you won’t.
The most important thing to keep improving is to keep
practising; keep putting effort into the models. This is
what builds up brush control, and understanding of
how to apply paint. This model shows some examples
of paint flowing out of places, or brush strokes not being fully finished. One such example is around where
his left shoulder meets his chest, where there are three
fold in the skin. The shade in those three folds should
have been pulled all the way back into his armpit.
This brings us onto the more direct feedback, starting
with the skin. The skin is quite obviously the most important part of a model like this. Giants often show a lot
of it, and as painters we should give it the time it deserves. The thing that jumps out to me the most about
this giant’s skin are the stark shadows. You have a nice

transition from mid-tone to highlight but the shadows
go to their absolute darkest very fast. I would recommend applying a glaze of a darker skin-tone to these areas to smooth the transition out.
The second thing about the skin is that it is a perfect
place to add some extra colour to a model. Adding some
violet or blue to the shadows will make the skin seem
richer. Adding some red to the mid-tones in select
places will make him seem more alive. Joints are often
places where a touch of red can be very useful, as is the
nose.
On the point of making him look rough, I think you have
come a long way with the stark edge highlights on the
leather. This makes it look worn and aged. To push it
further you could do small hashes with the highlights,
similar to what you have done on the toenails. This will
read as cracks and damage, adding to the aged look.
The same principle is also true for other areas, like
metal, and even his skin. This might sound really time
consuming, but can actually be faster than doing
smooth transitions. Just make sure you are using a
fairly large brush with a fine tip, and you can work very
fast.
The last bit of feedback I have is the same as for Morrigan, consider some mat varnish. The skin especially
looks a bit shiny.

MatRat
The next submission is from MatRat, with a wonderful
Highborn Elf Mage. He is asking for some general tips
on how to improve, and says that he struggles a bit with
NMM gold.
The first thing I want to say is that this looks like a
tricky model to do NMM on. The details are very fine,
and with NMM edge highlighting is king. That is also
what is needed to make this NMM pop. On things like
the staff top there is a piece of metal curling down that
shaft. That piece should be a bit darker in general, and
have its edges picked out with a fine highlight.
The NMM also lacks the very deepest shadows. Doing
from dark to light in short spaces is what makes an object look shiny, so that is what has to be added. Same
advise I gave to Inn0c about yellow applies here too;
consider adding a bit of purple to the shadows to make
the gold richer.
However, I think the biggest problem with the NMM on
this model is the colour choices. The metal is gold, the
hair is gold, the leather is gold, and even the skin is
gold. This makes it harder to read what is metal and
what is not. It would be easier if the leather was black,
the hair brown, and the skin more pink, for example.
The hairband could be picked out in another colour too,
such as the blue of his clothes, to bring some more
colour to that area of the miniature, which should be
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the focal point.
That said, using a limited pallet is an interesting challenge in and of itself, and it can lead to some beautiful
results. If you do go down that road though, you need to
work more with other kinds of contrast to make things
pop. Instead of contrasts of hue, use contrast of texture,
or saturation, or brightness. Deepening the shadows,
and using more edge highlights on the gold would help
with this, as it would change the texture of the gold to
be more shiny. However, you could work on the other
surfaces too. His hair could be desaturated, and
brighter, but still read as distinctly blond. The leather
could be a bit darker, and have more hashes in the highlights, like on the boots, changing its texture to look old
and rough.
However, the skin should, regardless, have some more
variations of hue. Even if you want to keep the yellow
tone overall, you could still work in blue shadows to
help contrast it from the gold. And you could work in a
little bit of red on his nose and cheeks.
For some more general feedback, I’ve got one point
about colour composition. The flame, while very pretty,
draws a lot of attention with it being the only orange
thing on the model. Some red or orange tones on his
face would help this, but something as simple as some
orange flowers on his base could be a good idea.
On the topic of the base, the rock is quite boring. Try
working some colour into the shadows of the rock, and
it will look more realistic. Green, brown and purple
hues are generally good for this.
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The third submission is
from Dennis, who has
painted up a Big Brother
Giant.

He states that skin was the
most difficult to paint, and
that he wanted the look of a
being that has lived a long
time in a rough climate.

Hillbilly Carl
The final submission for this instalment is from Hillbilly
Carl with a dynamic, mounted standard bearer that he
tried some new techniques on. The metal was painted
using TMM (True Metallic Metal), but in an application
inspired by NMM. He also pushed himself with an ambitious freehand banner.
On the metal my first response is that this is the exact
right idea. Taking control of the light and shadow in
TMM is an excellent way to improve the look of it, as is
evident from the miniature. You’ve executed this well
on the steel when it comes to transitions. You go from
very dark to very bright smoothly on the different panels – like the chestplate and the pauldron. The greave is
a bit flat though. It is a difficult surface, but you need
some more dark in there, either at the bottom of the
greave, or a dark line running the length of it (again,
tricky surface; what would look best is hard to say from
the image, but you need more dark in it somehow).
The other part of taking control of the lighting with
TMM is the edge highlights, and there you could spend
some more time. The knee-guard it a good example.
The top and bottom edge should both be picked out

The next submission is from MatRat, with a wonderful
Highborn Elf Mage.

Using a limited pallet is an interesting challenge in and of itself.

Hobby corner
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The final submission for this instalment is from Hillbilly
Carl with a dynamic, mounted standard bearer that he
tried some new techniques on.

with a fine line of silver to make it look really shiny. The
same feedback can be applied to the larger gold details
too (the smaller ones are so tricky that it might not be
worth the trouble). The butt and top of the banner shaft
could both do with some edge highlights as well.
On the banner, my main feedback is probably something you’ve heard before. Thin your paints. Thin your
paints with water, and wipe the brush a little bit on a
piece of tissue to remove excess paint (otherwise you’ll
risk flooding the area with paint). This will help you
paint clean and neat details. The highlights on the fleurde-lys show examples of where this is needed. The ends
of the highlights are too blunt; they should end in fine
points. You can also used inks for this purpose. They are
thinner than normal paints (and can be thinned out
further with water if necessary), but have higher pigmentation, making them perfect for fine detail. Using
normal acrylics paints for this is a bit like putting them
into a reservoir pen; it is going to get chunky.
Other feedback is, as you yourself realised, on the yellow and blue. The yellow especially is quite flat, and it
needs deeper shadows. Some brown shades painted directly into the deeper parts would be a perfect solution,
but as mentioned for others in the article, you could
also add some purple to the deepest shadows. It will
keep the richness and warmth of the yellow intact.

Wrap Up
And that is all for this instalment. I hope the feedback is
useful to all those wonderful people who submitted
their work. You are the real heroes, who bravely put
themselves out there for others to judge. Thank you,
and I hope you’ll consider entering again.
I also hope this might prove useful to anyone else reading it. It might even have inspired you to participate in
the next instalment, in which case I ask you to make
your way to the “Painting and Modelling” sub-forum in
the Hobby Hub section of the forum. There you will find
a thread by the name “Path of the Painter”, where you
can post your submissions, and read about the technicalities of participating.
Taking control of the light and shadow in TMM is an
excellent way to improve the look of it, as is evident from
the miniature.

Hobby corner
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Download The 9th Age rule set for free at

the-ninth-age.com
and bring your armies to the table!

